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1. INTRODUCTION 
The general form of a formally self-adjoint linear ordinary differential 
operator 8’1 with complex coefficients is 
fy = -f i"fkY, 
k=O 
and the functions P?(X) are real valued. 
For a complex number A, the space E(h) of absolutely square integrable 
solutions of ey = Ay on [a, CO) is called a deficiency subspace, and the number 
n, = dim E(h) is called a deficiency number of 8. n, is constant for all X in 
the upper half-plane and also for all h in the lower half-plane. The pair (ni , n--;) 
is called the deficiency index of /. The deficiency index is important because 
it is related to the number and type of boundary conditions which are necessary 
for I to define a self-adjoint or quasi-self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert space 
Lqz, 00). 
Suppose d has even order n = 2v with real coefficients, i.e., suppose % is 
of the form (1) with P,-a,-i = 0 for all r. Then it is known that Y < ni = 
n-, < 2v and that for each integer m, Y < m < 2v, there is an operator 8 
for which IQ = nPi = m, i.e., the deficiency index (m, m) is realizable (see 131) 
In the case of a general operator G of form (1) it is known that if n = 2v, 
then v < IQ , ndi < 2~; if n = 2v - 1, then v < rzi < 2v - 1 and v - 1 < 
n-$ < 2~ ~ 1 or vice versa. It is easy to show that for a first order operator 
of form (1) the deficiency indices (1, l), (0, 1), and (1,O) are all realizable. 
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Except for a first order operator, if one of the deficiency numbers equals the 
order n of 8, then the other must equal n also. This means that for a second 
order operator the deficiency index must be (2, 2) or (1, 1) (the Weyl limit 
circle or limit point cases). Kogan and Rofe-Beketov [4] have constructed a 
class of operators of even order n = 2v, Y > 2, with deficiency indices (p, p + 1) 
or (p + 1, p) for p = Y, 11 + l,..., 2v - 2, and a class of operators of odd order 
n=2v--1 
or 
v > 2, with deficiency indices (p,p) for p = v,..., 2v - 1 and 
(p,p + 1) (p + 1,p) for p = u - l,... ,2v - 3. It follows from the above 
that for a third order operator the realizable deficiency indices are (2,2), (3, 3), 
(2, l), (1,2). For a fourth order operator they are (2,2), (3, 3), (4,4), (3,2), (2, 3). 
The totality of realizable values of the deficiency index for higher order operators 
of form (1) is unknown; in particular, it has been unknown whether the deficiency 
numbers can differ by more than one. In this article we construct a seventh 
order operator of form (1) whose deficiency index is (3, 5), i.e., the deficiency 
numbers differ by 2. The idea for this operator comes from the work of Kogan 
and Rofe-Beketov [4]. 
2. PRELIMIN~Y PROPOSITIONS 
Let 
Ly E i a,-,(x) y(T), 
9-O 
(4) 
where the 01,-~(x) are complex-valued functions holomorphic in an open sector S 
in the right half-plane containing the positive real axis. We assume that OIL = 1 
and that for Y = 0, l,..., 7, 
%.(X> - go 9--T,L”c-k as x -+ Co in S, (5) 
where the 01~-r,~ are complex constants. We reduce Ly = 0 to a linear system 
in the usual way by putting ylc = ye-l), k = 1, 2,..., 7. Then, Ly = 0 becomes 
the linear system 
Yl’ = .Al(X)Yl ) (6) 
where Yr is the column vector with elements yr , yz ,..., y, . The elements 
of the 7 by 7 matrix A,(X) are all zero except for the upper off-diagonal, which 
consists entirely of l’s, and the last row, which consists of -01,(x), -tie(x),..., 
-ai(x). A,(x) is holomorphic in S, and A,(x) N Cf, Arti+ as x + 03 in S. 
The elements of A,, are all zero except for the upper off diagonal, which consists 
entirely of l’s, and the last row, which consists of -01,~) -a60 ,..., -01~~. 
The elements of A,, are all zero except for the last row, which consists of 
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-%I 7 -LQ1 )..., -till . The elements of A,, are all zero except for the last 
row, which consists of -01,s , -tiGZ ,..., -01~~ .
We wish to use the theory of linear systems with holomorphic coefficients 
to reduce (6) to simpler subsystems. This theory may be found in Wasow 
[5j and in Coddington and Levinson [2]. We present some femmas which 
give the aspects of the theory which are essential to this paper. 
LEMRLA 1. Given a linear system of di~ere7ztial equations Y’ = A(x)E: 
where the n bv n matrix L4(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x0 < 1 s 1 < CC? 
and A(x) ,-&O A,.+ as x --f cc, in S. Suppose A, is in the block-diugo?aalform 
wlzere .il and At” are square matrices, not necessarity of the same order, artd the 
” eigewalues of L4F are distinct from those oj- A, . Then, there exists a mat& function. 
P(x) z;hich is holomorphic for 3~’ E S, 0 < x1 < j x 1 < 00, P(x) h Cz=‘=, P& 
as x - CC in S, such that if .z.e put E’ = P(x)Z, then I” = A(x)J! becomes 
Z’ = B(x)Z, where B(x) is holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 x ! < CO, B(x) .w 
Cr=‘=, B,.v+ as E + co iz S, and B(x) is block diagonal in the saFne partition as 
A, . Here, 
B, = -40 , P,, = E (the identity matrix), (71 
B, , P1 , and B, are given by the equations: 
Bll = 411 
1 11, 
By = A?, 
(9) 
L411p12 _ pled22 = _ 41” 
0 1 1’0 _ 17 (1Oj 
A22p21 _ pzl/Jll = _ 421 
0 1 1 0 - 17 (111 
B;l = A,11 + A;2P;1, (121 
BF = A;” + Af1Pf2. (13) 
Proqf. The lemma is mainly a statement of Wasow [5, Theorem 12.21, 
where we have taken Wasow’s q to be zero. Equations (7) are given in Section f 1 
of Wasow. Equations (8) are Eqs. (11.12) and (11.13) of VVasow. Equations 
(11.9) of Wasow for the coefficients P,,. and B,. with Y = 1 and r = 2 are 
A,P, - P,A, = B, - A,, (14) 
AZ2 - P,A, = B, - A, + P,B, - A,P, - PI . (15) 
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If one substitutes into these last equations Pr , B, , P2 , B, from (8) one obtains 
Eqs. (9)-(13). This concludes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1 enables us to reduce a linear system of differential equations to 
linear systems of lower order when the initial term A, in the asymptotic 
expansion of A(x) is in block-diagonal form. Let us indicate how this lemma 
might be applied to system (6). Let 
-r,(d = E a,--r,kPT, k = 0, 1, 2. 
r=0 
(16) 
Then, det(/l,, - $Z) = -1o(p). Suppose that 0 is a triple root of I,(p) = 0 
( i.e., that a~,~ = 01s~ = 01~~ = 0). Suppose that /3, y are two distinct nonzero 
complex numbers and that /I is a triple root and y a root of IO@) = 0. It now 
follows that A,, has a Jordan canonical form consisting of the diagonal blocks: 
(This can be seen from the fact that I&) is the single invariant factor of A,, . 
Hence, the elementary divisors of A,, are (p - 0)3, (p - p)3, p - r.) Thus, 
by means of a transformation Yr = PzYz , where P2 is a constant matrix, 
we can reduce (6) to Ys’ = As(x)Ys , where Aa -Cr=‘=, Apli.+, and A,, 
is the Jordan canonical matrix indicated above. Application of Lemma 1 now 
enables us to reduce Ys’ = A,(x)Y, to three systems of the following form: 
a third order system 2’ = B(x)Z, where B(x) -Cr=, B,x+ and 
0 1 0 
B,= [ 0 0 0 0 1;  0 
a third order system U’ = D(x)U, where D(x) -xF=, Dpr12 and 
P 1 0 
Do== 0 /3 1; I I 0 0 B 
and a first order system v’ = E(x)V, where E(x) -Cz=‘=, E,@ and E, = [r]. 
The equation V = E(x)?’ has an irregular singular point at infinity and there- 
fore has a fundamental solution p(x) = L(x) XQF, where p is a constant, 
and L(x) -xz”=, L,x-“. Transformation back to Ly = 0 yields a solution of 
the formy = f(x) XW~, wheref(x) - 1 + xz=‘=, a~-“. The systems 2 = B(x)2 
and u’ = D(x) U each have an irregular singular point at infinity. A fundamental 
matrix solution of such a system in general -involves fractional powers of x 
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(see [S, Theorem 19.11). This is very awkward for later work, and we would 
like to avoid it. The solution y == f(x) x e ** KC obtained from T/r’ = E(x)T’ leads 
us to suspect that from Z’ = B(x)Z we might be able to obtain solutions of 
Ly = 0 of the form y = f(~)x? and from U’ = D(x)U we might be able to 
obtain solutions of ,Cy = 0 of the form y = f(x) xVz. Substituting solutions 
of this form into Ly = 0 and identifying coefficients of like powers of X, we 
see that we want 0 and /3 to be double roots of Ii(p) = 0, and 0 and /3 to be 
roots of 1&p) = 0. As we shall see in Theorems 1 and 2, these assumptions 
do indeed yield solutions of the desired form. The assumption that 0 is a double 
root of J&L) = 0 means that in Theorems 1 and 2 we assume that E,~ = 
a61 = 0, and the assumption that 0 is a root of 1,(p) = 0 means that we assume 
that c+~ = 0. The fact that we therefore have c+, = 01~s = olg,, = 01,~ = 01s~ = 
oiF9 = 0 makes it possible to deal with the system Z’ = B(z)Z differently 
from the system U’ = D(x)U. In fact, by means of an initial “shearing” 
transformation we shall be able to obtain Z’ = B(x)Z in the form Z’ = 
x-~B,(x)Z, which has a regular singular point at infinity, and thus we shall 
obtain a fundamental matrix solution immediately. Lemma 2 enables us to 
obtain the systems U’ = D(x)U and V’ = E(.x)V after the system Z’ = 
~c-lB,(a)Z has been obtained. (Note that the system Z’ = B(x)Z mentioned 
in the lemma is not the same as the system Z’ = B(x)Z discussed above.) 
LEMMA 2. Given a fowth order linear system of dJjerential equations I”’ = 
a(x) where the 4 by 4 matrix A(x) is holomorplzic for x E S, 0 < x0 < 
! x / < 03, and -4(x) -XT=, B& as x -+ CO in 5‘. Suppose that 
p100 
o/310 
A,= o o p o, Pfy, i I 0 0 0 y 
and that d, = [Y~~]~,~~=~, A, = [s~~]:,~=, . TJ Zen, there exists a matrix function 
P(x) which is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x1 < / .x ! < CO, P(x) -CrzO P,@ 
as x ---f clj in S, PO = E, such that if we put Y = P(x)Z, then Y’ = A(x)Y 
becomes Z’ = B(z)Z, where B(x) is block diagonal in the same partition as A, i.e., 
where C(x) is 3 by 3 and D( x is 1 by 1. Here, C(x) is holomorphic for x E S, ) 
xl < j x I < cm, C(x) - Cz=‘=, CT@ as x - 0z in S, 
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C, = [Q&=~ , C, = [tj$+l , where tzi = ssl + rXr&3 - y)-ml. D(x) is 
holomorp7zic fm x E S, x1 < ] x 1 < 03, D(x) -xz=‘=, D,& as x -+ XI in S, 
and D, = y. Z’ = B(x)Z is equivalent to a third order system [Y = C(x)U 
and a jirst order system (scalar equation) V’ = D(x)V, .where 
z = [F]. 
Proof. 8, is in block-diagonal form with one block being the C,, and the 
other block being the D, defined in the lemma. C, has eigenvalue ,8, and D, 
has eigenvalue y # /3. By Lemma 1, there exists a matrix function P(x) which 
is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x1 < 1 x 1 < co, P(x) N xr=‘=, Pk.;+ as N -+ co 
in S, P,, = E, such that if we put Y = P(x)Z, then Y’ = A(X)]’ becomes 
Z’ = B(x)Z, where B(x) is holomorphic for x E S, x1 < / x 1 < co, B(x) -8 
C,“=, B,x-k as x --f co in S, B, = A,, and B(x) is block diagonal in the same 
partition as A, . Hence, B(x) has the block-diagonal form indicated in the 
lemma, C(X) and D(x) have the properties indicated in the lemma, and Z’ = 
B(x)Z is equivalent to a third order system U’ = C(x)U and a scalar equation 
V’ = D(x)V. It remains to show that C, = [rjk]i,i;=r, Ca = [t.Jf+,=, , where 
tar = sar + ra,r&? - y)-I. We do this by solving equations [9)-(13) of Lemma 1. 
Noting that in Eqs. (9), BF = C, and at1 = [rjp]T,k=r, we see that C, = 
[l;.k]T,k=l. In Eq. (12), BF = C, = [tjk]i,k:=, , A: = [s~~J;,~~.~, A? = 
I?14 Y T24 9 f-ii’? where T stands for transpose. Let PF = [p4r , p,a , p,,]. From 
Eq. (12), t,, = sar + ra4p4r . We determine p,, now from Eq. (11). In Eq. (1 l), 
-4y = bl, 
a;1 = [r 41 , r4a , r&J. Thus, the first elements of Eq. (11) yield yp,, - &J,, = 
-rI1 , i.e., p,, = r4r(p - y)-l. Hence, t a1 = sar + ra4r4r(fi - y)-r. This proves 
Lemma 2. 
The following lemma enables us to simplify a linear system whose initial 
term in the asymptotic expansion of A(X) is a shifting matrix. An 12 by n matrix H 
is a shifting matrix if its entries hjk are given by hjk = 0 for K f j + 1, 
hj,j+I = 1. As we shall see in Lemma 6, the system u’ = C(x)U of Lemma 2 
is easily transformed into a system whose initial term is a shifting matrix. 
LEMMA 3. Given a third order linear system of dz#erential equatiofzs Y’ = 
,4(x)Y, where the 3 by 3 matrix A(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x,, < 
1 x j < WX, and A(x) WE;=,, A& as x + co in S. Suppose that A, is a shtfting 
matrix. Then there exists a matrix function P(x) which is holomorphic fw s E S, 
0 < x1 < 1 x 1 < a& P(x) -XT=‘=, P& as x + co in S, suc7z tllat if z0e put 
Y = P(x)Z, then I” = A(x))Y becomes Z’ = B(x)Z, where B(x) is holomorphic 
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for x E S, x1 < / x / < cc, B(x) N C;=‘=, B,x+ as 1c* ---f CCL in S, B,, = A, ~ 
P,, = E, and for k > 0 all the elements of B, are zero except possibly those ilz 
the last row. B, aftd PI are fomd by solving Eq. (14) and B, and Pz are fomd 
by soZvv;ng Eq. (15). H ence, if A, = [rj,Jf,k:=l and A, = [tjJX,=, , and i” the last 
row of B, is [e, , 0, , f&] and the last row of B, is [vl , v2, ~~1, then 8, = rsl , 
6, = F31 + r 21 ,9)1 = t31 + (710 + ypx)4 - (1.33 + 1)@, + T32(-% + r,3 t I>. 
Proof. The lemma is mainly a restatement of Wasow [S, Lemma 19.21 
for the case that q = 0 and d, is itself a shifting matrix. The equations 63, = A, 
and P,, = E are Wasow’s Eqs. (19.5), and Eqs. (14) and (15) are Wasow’s 
Eqs. (19.6) for Y = 1 and I’ = 2, respectively. Now, in order to find B, and PI 
we need to solve Eq. (14). Let PI = [P~~]~,~=~. After substituting the matrix 
representations of il,, , PI , B, , and A, into (14) and carrying out the matrix 
multiplications on the left of (14) and the subtraction on the right of (X4), 
we receive the equation 
By looking at the elements in this equation in the first column and last row, 
we see that o1 = rar . By looking at the remaining elements in the first column, 
we see that p. . 21 - - -rrr , p, = -rar . From the second column and second 
row we obtam p,, = p,, - I’~? = -~ri - Ye, . From the second column and 
last row, 8s = ras - pa, = rSz + rsr . From the third column and last row, 
6s = rss - pa, = rss + rll + rss . We now arbitrarily take?,, = p,, = p,, = 0. 
From the first row and second and third columns, p,, = -rL2, p, = -r19. 
From the second row and third column, p, = p,, - TV = -rr, - rss . 
Thus, we have determined all the elements of B, and of Pi in terms of;he rjfi . 
In particular, we see that the equations for 0i and & given in the lemma are 
true. 
Idiom, in order to find B, we need to solve Eq. (15). Let P2 = [qj2]F,2=Z I 
Substituting for -4, , iz, , A, , B, , B, , PI , and P2 into (15), we obtain 
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Looking at the elements in the first column and last row, we see that 0 = 
~~ - t, + p,ti, - (r&u + ~a&~) -pa, . Solving for y1 and using the 
expressions obtained above for the p,, in terms of the yjk:, we obtain q1 = 
tZ1 + (rX2 + r,,)e, - y32~11 - ysyzl - rsl . Now, using the already proved 
fact that 8, = rs8 + rZ1 and therefore I’~~ = eZ - ~~~ , we obtain the expression 
given in the lemma for R in terms of the yjk and e1 , ti2 . This proves Lemma 3. 
The following lemmas give fundamental matrix solutions for various special 
kinds of linear systems which are obtained in this paper by application of 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 4. Given a linear system of dlxerential equations Y’ = x-lA(x)Y, 
where the n by 72 matrix A(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x0 < ] x \ < co, 
A(x) -Cr=, A,s-‘< as x + 00 in S. Then Y’ = x-lA(x)Y has a fundamental 
matrix solution p(x) of the fowz p(x) = L(x)&, where J is a Jordan canonical 
mat&, L(x) is holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 x [ < c~j, and L(x) -CL, L,x-” 
as x - cx) in S. Furthm, detL(x) = x-n[c + o(l)] as x -+ co in S, where p 
is a nonnegative integer and c # 0. 
Proof. Except for the part about detL(x), the lemma is a statement of 
Wasow [5, Theorem 17.21 or of Coddington and Levinson [2, Chap. 4, Theorem 
4.21 with the singular point at co rather than 0. From the proof given by 
Coddington and Levinson we see that L(x) has the form L(x) = 
[T~WW~~d~~)l ... P”n~.&)l PC+ w h ere P(x) is holomorphic in S, x, < 
jxI<~,P(~))N+$~x-l+Pr~-z+..-asx--tcoinS,eachUj(x)isa 
diagonal matrix with elements of the form 1 or x-l on the diagonal, and each 
Tj is a nonsingular constant matrix. Using the fact that the determinant of a 
product is the product of the determinants, it follows that detL(x) = 
x+[c + o(i)] as N + a in S, where p is a nonnegative integer and c + 0. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. 
LEM~MA 5. Given a third order linear system of dzxeerelltial equations Y’ = 
A(x)Y, whme the 3 by 3 matrix A(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x0 < 
j x j < a, and A(x) -zr=‘=, 9,x-” as x - co in S. Suppose A, is a shifting 
matrix, i.e., the elements ajk of A,, are given by aj, = 0 for k # j + 1, aj,j+l = 1. 
Suppose the elements of -4, , k = I,2 ,..., are all zero except possibly the elements 
of the last I’OM. Let the last TOZUS of A, and A, be [0, ,6, , t&] and [vl , y-r , &, 
respectively. Suppose that 19, = 8, = y1 = 0. Then, the system Y’ = A(x)Y 
has a fundamental matrix solution of the form p(x) = L(x)3iJ, where J is a Jordan 
canonical matrix, L(x) is holomoFphic for x E S, xL < 1 x j < co, and L(x) N 
xz=‘=, L,x-” as x - co in S. Further, det L(x) = x-“[c + o(l)] as x + GO in S, 
where p is a nonnegative integer and c # 0. 
Proof. In the equation Y’ = A(x)Y make the transformation Y = P(x)Z, 
where the elements pj, of P(x) are all zero except on the diagonal, where 
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p,, = 1, p,, = x-r, p, = x-s. Then, Y’ = A(x)Y becomes Z’ = By, 
where B(x) = P-lAP - P-lP’. If aj, are the elements of A, we see that 
From the hypotheses in the lemma on the coefficients aj7, , we see that as x + x 
h S, all - 0 + 0x-l + Ox-s + ..., and similarly for aI3 , a,, , and aeB . Also, 
aI2 - 1 + 0x-l + 0x-s + ..‘, and similarly for apB . Further, aa1 - x-~(c~ f 
c4x-l + ...), aQ2 - r2(v2 + c+rl + -e.), a,, N x+(6, + 9)3.x-l + c@ + ...), 
where the constants ck differ for different ajk . Hence, B(X) = X-%‘(X), where 
C(z) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x0 < / x / < CO, and C(X) -Cz=‘=, C7@’ 
as .1: + cc in S. From Lemma 4 it follows that 2’ = B(x)Z has a fundamental 
matrix solution of the form Z(X) = L,(x)x~, where J is a Jordan canonical 
matrix,&(x) is holomorphic for x E S, ~1 < 1 Y / < 03, andL.,(x) - C~=OL1,&~ 
as x -+ co in S. Further, detL,(x) = X-“[c + o(l)] as x -+ co in S, where p 
is a nonnegative integer and c f 0. Hence, I” = d(x)Y has a fundamentai 
matrix solution Y(X) = L(X)&, where L(X) = P(X) L,(X). The statements 
about L(X) in the lemma now follow from this last equation. This concludes 
the proof of Lemma 5. 
LEMIMA 6. Given a tlzird ordm linear system of difewntial equations Y’ = 
A(x)Y, where the 3 by 3 matrix A(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x0 < 
1 x 1 < CD, and A(x) -x:,“=, A,x-~ as x + 03 in S. Suppose that B 1 0 
A,= i 0 /3 0 1,  P 
and that A, = [T~~];,~=~, A, = [tjk.& . Suppose that y31 = rp2 + yyl = 
t,, + r&-+11 + r, + 1) = 0. Then Y’ = A(x)Y has a fundamental matrix 
solution p(x) = eexL(x)xJ, where J is a 3 by 3 Jordan canonical matrix, L(x) 
is holomorphic for .2* E S, x1 < 1 x 1 < 00, and L(x) ~C~z=oLkx-k as R + m 
in S. Further, det L(x) = x-P[c + o(l)] as x + CCI in S, where p is a nonnegative 
integer and c + 0. 
Proof. Let Y = eazZ. Substituting into Y’ = A(x)Y, we obtain Z’ = B(x)Z, 
where B(x) = A(x) - FE. Hence, B(x) is a 3 by 3 matrix which is holomorphic 
for x E S, 0 < x,, < 1 x 1 < CO, B(x) -Cz=, BP@ as x + co in S, and B, 
is a shifting matrix. 23, = A, for 12 > 1, so that B, = [rik]T,k=l and B, = 
[tjk]&, . By Lemma 3, there exists a matrix function P(x) which is holomorphic 
for x E S, 0 < x1 < 1 x / < co, P(X) -XT=,, Pkx” as x + a3 in S, such that 
S&5/3-II 
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if we put 2 = P(2c)FV, then 2’ = B(x)2 becomes iv’=: C(X)~X~, where C(X) is 
holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 n / < co, C(X) -C& C,x-S as x -+ cc in S, 
Co = B, , P,, = E, and for K > 0 all the elements of C, are zero except 
possibly those in the last row. If the last row of C, is [0, , 0,) 0a] and if the 
last row of C, is [vr , ~~ , ~a], then 4 = rer , 0, = rsn + ral, yr = tar + 
(~~a + T&$ - (raa + l)e, + T~~(--Y~~ + raa + 1). By the assumptions of our 
lemma, e, = e, = y1 = 0. By L emma 5, G” = C(x)W has a fundamental 
matrix solution G(X) = L(x)A?, where J is a Jordan canonical matrix and 
L(X) is holomorphic for x E S, .x~ < / x 1 < 00, and L(X) ~~~=,,L,x-” as 
x + co in S. Further, detL(x) = X-*[c + o(l)] as x + co in S, where p is a 
nonnegative integer and c # 0. Then, Y(X) = @“.&(3)x’, where L,(X) = 
P(x)L(x) is a matrix solution of Y’ = A(x)Y. Li(z) is holomorphic for it’ E S, 
X, < 1 x 1 < CO, and &(x) - C&LlpxrL as x -+ co in S. Since P, == E, 
det P(x) = 1 + o(1) as x -+ co in S. By Lemma 5, detL(x) = X+[C + o(l)] 
as x -+ CO in S, where p is a nonnegative integer and c # 0. Hence, det L,(X) = 
det[P(x)L(x)] = [det P(x)][detL(x)] = KP[C + o(l)] as x + a in S. It 
follows that Y(X) is a fundamental matrix solution of Y’ = A(x)Y of the type 
mentioned in the lemma. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. Given a first order system (scalar equation) Y’ = A(x)Y, where 
the 1 by 1 matrix A(x) is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x,, < j x j < 00, and 
A(x) -Cz==, A$-” as x -+ 03 in S. Then, the equation Y’ = A(x)Y possesses 
a fundamental solution p(x) = L(x) xpeyx, where p is a constant, y = A,, and 
L(x) is iaolomorphic for x 6 S, q < / x j -C ~0, L(x) -C& L,s-I; as x --+ co 
in S, and L, f 0. 
Proof. The lemma is a statement of Wasow [5, Theorem 12.31 for the 
case of a scalar rather than matrix equation and for q = 0. This ends the proof 
of Lemma 7. 
The following lemma has to do with the Jordan canonical form of a matrix C 
of the form 
(17) 
where a,, a2, a, , a4 are complex numbers. We have that det[C - @] = 
C”,=,, a4-&, where we have taken a, = 1. Let us put 
s = 0, 1, 2, 3,4. (18) 
Then, N&L) = det[C - LCE]. 
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LE>rn,IA 8. Let C be a matrix of form (17). Let the polyno~tials KS(~) be 
dejined by (18). S pp u ose that /3 and y are two distimt contplex numbers aud that 
p is a triple root an.d y is a simple root of N&L) = 0. Let xl1 , xl2 , xl3 , .TIt and 
3’14 z Y24 f 3’34 I 3’44 be arbitrary nunabers satisfying the (solvable) equatiorzs: 
+Aqp> x11y3.$ = 1, (19) 
x.j3 = $(j - l)(j - 2) /F3xn + (j - 1) pj-%r2 + pj-$a , (25) 
xj4 = y’-1x14 . (26) 
Let the -numbers yj,. be given by the follozuifzg equations. For k = 1, 2, 3, 4: 
5’1s = iv,-k(B) 35-r + N--k(P) 3’34 + w:-,(P) J’34 I (273 
Y2k = N4--k(P) 3’24 + K--k(P) Y34 7 
Y3k = -v4-m 4)34 f 
Y4k = N4--P(Y) Yea . 
Let ,Q = [x&+~. Then, ,0-l = [Y~&~=~, and Q-WQ = J, zuhme 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
/I 1 0 0 
J= ! og10 I 0ogo 0 0 0 y 
Remark. Since N&L) is the single invariant factor of C, the elementary 
divisors of C are (CL - 8)” and p - y. It follows that C must have the Jordan 
canonical form J given above. Hence, there is a matrix Q = [~~&~,r such that 
Q-TQ = J. Equations (X+06) are then obtained by solving CQ = QJ for 
the x$2 . Equations (27)-(30) are obtained by solving Q-T = JQ-“. Equations. 
(D-(22) are obtained by observing that Q-IQ = E. Once the equations 
for the .zjk and yrk have been obtained, however, one may prove the lemma 
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as follows by straightforward algebra without reference to the concepts of 
invariant factor and elementary divisor. Further, one sees that every solution 
of Eqs. (19)-(22) yields a matrix Q for which Q-lCQ = J. 
Proof. Since /3 is a triple root and y a simple root of Iv,(p) = 0, we see 
that &“(p) := 6(/3 - r). Since /3 # y, ys4 is determined from (19) once xrr f 0 
has been specified. Also, Nl(y) = (/? - Y)~. Hence, yJ4 is determined from 
m once x1* f 0 has been specified. If we take xrs = xl3 = 0, then 3!aa and 
ylr are determined by Eqs. (20), (21), respectively. Thus, we have shown that 
Eqs. (19)-(22) are solvable. 
Now let the numbers xjfi be determined by Eqs. (23)-(26), and let the numbers 
yik be determined by (27)-(30). Let Q = [~~Jf,~=r, and let R = [yiJf,k=l. 
We shall prove that RQ = E, i.e., R = Q-l. Let R.Q = [.zj&=, . In order 
to calculate the Zjk we shall need a number of polynomial identities. Let 
f(p, v) = C:=, IV-,&)V~-~. Then, 
where we have put j = s + k. Since CicLi $v’-~-~ = (p - v)-i(pj - vi), 
f(p, V) = (,u - v)~~&, (pj - v’)ad-j = (p - v)-‘[NJ’) - NJ(v)]. By differ- 
entiating this expression, we can find the various derivatives of f (II, V) with 
respect to p and v. We denote differentiation with respect to p by a subscript 1 
and differentiation with respect to v by a subscript 2. Thus, we obtain the 
identities: 
fl(Y, 4 = (v - VI-’ N4Y1-c) - (p - v)-” mi;2(p) - N,(v)], (32) 
fb7 4 = (p - v>-” [N&4 - N&d] - (p - v)-’ N,‘(v), (34) 
flZ(P7 v> = (P - v>-’ [~4’(/-4 + N4’(41 - 2(P - v)-” [NdP) - N&)1, (35) 
fil2h 4 = (p - v>-2 w/4 - & - T3 Pi,’ + ~4+)1 
+ @P - v)-’ PJk-4 - N&)1, (36) 
f22h 4 = 2(P - v>-” [N‘dp) - N&)1 - 2(p - v)-’ N,‘(v) 
- (p - v)-’ Aqv), (37) 
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f&L*, v) = 2(/J - II-” [N,‘(p) $ 2N;(v)] + (p - u)-” Aqu) 
- 6(/4 - +” V&4 - ~d~+l, (38) 
fll&, u) = 2(p - u>-” [N&L) - N&)1 - 12(/I - u>-” [Kgyp) 
f iV4’(U)] + 24(/L - u)-6 (IV&L) - N,(u)]. (39) 
By replacing p, v by p, y, as appropriate, in identities (31)-(39) and using 
the fact that by hypothesis N,(p) = N,l(/3) = N:(p) = Are(r) = 0, we obtain 
that 
f@L 7) = flu3 74 = fll(A 7) = f(r. P) 
= f2(Y, P) = f‘22h 8) = 0. (40) 
Note that f(P, rj = Xt, ~,-,(,B)Y~-~, h(P, Y) = Ed=, Ai;-,(Pjr”-‘, f& Bj = 
Et=, N&y)(s - 1)/3”-s, etc. 
By letting p + v and using I’Hospital’s rule in identities (3 I)-(39), we obtain 
“f-(11, u) = N,,(u), f&J, u) = fqlJ)/2, fll(U, u) = fq+J)/3, f2(u, vj = N~(uj/z?, 
fln(v, u) = NJ’(v)/6, f&, u) = N;4’(~)/12, &&Y, v> = N;(v),‘3, f&, v) == 
N~“(~)/12, f&v, v) = N~5’(v)/30. By replacing v by ,b in the preceding identities 
and using the fact that by hypothesis N,(p) is a fourth degree polynomial 
for which N,(p) = N,l(p) = N:(p) = 0, we obtain 
f(P7 P> = fi(A i4 = f2(P7 B> = fll22@ P! = 0, (41) 
fll(P> P> = f22(& 8) = %%3)i3~ (42) 
fin(P, P> = K’(PM, (43) 
fim(P, PI = flzs(P, B) = 2, (44) 
fh 74 = ~V4’(7+ (45) 
Note that f(B, P> = C%=, ~V4-s(PjPs-1, h(P, Pj = Xfzl &(B)pl, j&? 9) = 
Il:%, N4-dB>(s - 1 jps-2, etc. 
It is now straightforward to check that RQ = E by calculating the zjTC _ 
For example, 
where we have used (27) and (23). Hence, 
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Using Eqs. (41) and (42), zrr = (N~(~)/6)~5,xr, . Using Eq. (19), all = 1. 
In similar fashion it can be shown that xjf = sjk, j, k = 1,2, 3,4. This shows 
that RQ = E, i.e., R = Q-l. 
It is also straightforward algebra to show that CQ = Q J, i.e., that Q-lCQ = J. 
For example, let X stand for the first column of CQ, and let I’ stand for the first 
column of Q J. Then, X = [xar ? xar , x, , -&, K-~v~+~,J~, where T stands 
for transpose. By (23), X = [+rr , p”xlr, ,8”xrr , -&, a,J3jx1JT. By (18), 
N4(/3) = /I4 + C;=, u4&. Since N&3) = 0, p” = -Cy=, ad-#. Hence, X = 
[/3x1, , P’.x,r , paxi , /~%c~,]T. On the other hand, Y = [&r , fixa1 , /3x3, , &r]T. 
By (23), I’ = [&r , ,Q”xrr , /3”xrr , /34~,,]T. Thus, X = Y. Similarly, one may 
use Eqs. (23)-(26) to show that the remaining columns of CQ are equal to those 
of Q J. Thus, CQ = Q J. This completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS FOR A BASIS OF SOLUTIONS OF Ly = 0 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Ly = Cr=, ~+,.(x)y(~), mheFe the C++(X) are 
complex-valued functions holomorphic in an open sector S in the right half-plame 
containing the positive real axis. Suppose that 01,,(x) = 1 and thatfor r = 0, I,..., 7, 
01,&x) -CT=‘=, CX-~,~X-~ ns x + co in S. Assume tlzat 
Let I,&) = ER,, M~-~,,,.$, k = 0, I, 2. Supp ose that ,B, y nr’e tzvo distinct nonzero 
cowaplex numbers for which 
I,(p) = 4)yP) = qp> = Jo,(Y) = 4(B) = 4’(F) = &(P> = 0. (47) 
Then, Ly =: 0 has a basis of solutiomyj , j = 1, 2,..., 7, e&z of which is of the form 
yj(x) = {2f,(x) + 2(log x) gj(x) + (log x)” h,(x)} xziesjz, (48) 
where 8, = 8, = 8, = 0, 6, = 6, = 6, =: p, 6, = y. f,(x), gj(x), hj(r) are 
holonzorphic for x E S, 0 < x1 < 1 x 1 < “3, and as x + 00 in S, fj(x) N 
Cz=“=, ajLx-Lz, gj(x) -Crzj=, bj@, hj(x) -CF=‘=, cj&. For each j, at least one of 
a,, , bj, , cjO , is not zero. 
Proof. We first write Ly = 0 in the form of the system (6). We calculate 
that det(A,, d@) = -l,,(p). From (46) and (47) we see that l,,(p) = 
$(p* + alO$ +- azO$ + %,,p + 01~s) and that 0 and /3 are triple roots and y 
is a root of 1,,(p) = 0. (We see also that p is a triple root and y is a root of 
p4 + %uP3 + %d + %lp + a40 = 0, a fact which we shall need later.) 
Hence, 0 and /3 are triple eigenvalues and y is an eigenvalue.of A,, . Our aim, 
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therefore, IS to reduce A,, by means of suitable transformations to block- 
diagonal form with three diagonal blocks having eigenvalues 0, /3, y, respectively. 
Then, Lemma 1 can be applied. 
Let Y1 = S(X)Y, , where S(X) is a matrix all of whose elements are zero 
except for the diagonal which consists of the elements x3, x2, I\*, 1, 1, 1, 1. Then, 
(6) becomes 
Y; = A&k; , (49) 
where A,(x) = S-rA,S - S-?S”. The elements of S-1 are all zero except 
for the diagonal which consists of a~-~, x-a, x-l, 1, 1, 1, 1. The elements of 
d42(~) are all zero except for the upper off diagonal, which consists of x-1, x-1, x-l, 
1, 1, 1; the diagonal, which consists of --3x-r, --2x-l, -x-r, 0, 0, 0, -tir(~j; 
and the last row, which consists of --X%,(X), -X%&X), -xc+,(x), -a:4(~)t 
-&x), -cc2(x), -cL~(x). A,(x) is h o omorphic I in S, and A,(X) -CreO A,,x-L 
as x -j oc in 5’. The elements of Aa0 are ail zero except for the upper off 
diagonal, which consists of 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1; and the last row, which consists of 
-0173 3 -% , -&51, -aqj 7 -“x0, -$o I -$I). The elements of A, are aII 
zero, except for the upper off diagonal, which consists of 1, 1, 1, 0, 0,O; the 
diagonal, which consists of -3, -2, -1, O,O, 0, -01~~ ; and the last row, 
which consists of --+ , --+a3 , -%$? , -Q , -01%~ , -c+ , -01~~ . The elements 
of A,, are all zero, except for the last row, which consists of -tiT5 1 -olsg , 
-a53, -Q, -a33e, -a,, , -0111. 
Now let Y2 = P,,I/, , where Pzo is a matrix all of whose elements are zero 
except for the diagonal which consists entirely of l’s, and the fourth row, 
which consists of -o”?~/Q,, --ti,J~,, -d51/~g0, 1, 0, 0,O. AI1 of the elements 
of P;: are zero except for the diagonal which consists entirely of l’s, and the 
fourth row, which consists of c+,/cQ, CQ~/LQ,, CG+J~~~ , 1, 0, 0,O. Equation (49) 
becomes 
Y; = A3(x)Y3 ) (50) 
where -4,(x) is holomorphic in S, and A3(x) -Cr=‘=, A,,x-k as K --f eo in S. 
We have that A,, = P&1A,J’2, , A, = P&f$,,P,, , 4,, = PG’A,,P,, . From 
the first of these equations we see that Aso is in block-diagonal form, which 
we write as A,, = [A!$~,,=, . Here, At; is a 3 by 3 matrix of zeros. A: is a 
3 by 4 matrix of zeros, and -4;: is a 4 by 3 matrix of zeros. A4g is a 4 by 4 matrix 
all of whose elements are zero except the upper off diagonal, which consists 
of 1, I, 1, and the last row, which consists of --Q,, ---05~ , -~+a , --al0 _ 
A,, can be calculated from the equation A,, = PG-4,,P2, . We partition A,, 
into the same biocks as A,, so that A,, = [A~~]&, . 4;: is not needed in 
what follows. a;: is a 3 by 4 matrix whose elements are all zero except for a 1 
in the lower left corner. A’;: is a 4 by 3 matrix. The first row of AZ: consists of 
-3%i% - “51%3/40 1 %3/% - 2%,/%, - ~51%?14cJ 3 %,/ol,, - ~5tb*o - (%lI%DY~ 
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The second and third rows of A;: consist of zeros. The last row of Ai: consists of 
--or,4 + %3ol,l/ol,, Y --01~~ + ols?o”~~l~~~ , -0158 + +,1a4Ja40 . AZ is a 4 by 4 
matrix whose first row consists of 7,&O, 0, where 
7- = %1/~4ll . (51) 
The second and third rows of At: consist of zeros. The last row of Ag consists 
of -a41 9 -0131, -a21, -0111. A,, can be calculated from the equation A,, = 
P&&&o . Let us partition A,, into the same blocks as A,, , so that A,, = 
[~43;.,=, . A:; , A:; , and A$j are not needed in what follows. A!$ is a 4 by 4 
matrix all of whose elements are zero except for the last row, which consists of 
-a*e, -0132, -+, , -d12. 
In Eq. (50), A,, is m block-diagonal form. Ai: , whose elements are all zero, 
has the single eigenvalue zero. A:$ is a 4 by 4 matrix all of whose elements 
are zero except the upper off diagonal, which consists of 1, 1, 1, and the last 
row, which consists of --0"40. -0130, -%J > -o”lO * We compute that 
det(Aii - @) = p4 + alop + o”.ro$ + 0130p + o”4o . As noted at the beginning 
of the proof, pL” + 01rop3 + ~~~~~ + %op + tiao = 0 has ,G as a triple root 
and y as a root. Hence, A$ has /I as a triple eigenvalue and y as an eigenvalue. 
Since A,, is in block-diagonal form in Eq. (50) and since A:: and A$ have 
distinct eigenvalues, it follows from Lemma 1 that there exists a matrix function 
P3(.r) which is holomorphic for x E S, 0 < x1 < 1 x 1 < CO, P3(x) -CT=, P3,@ 
as x + co in S, P30 = E, such that if we put Y3 = P3(x)Y4, then (50) becomes 
Y; = A4(x)Y4 , (52) 
where A4(x) is holomorphic for x: E S, X~ < 1 x j < a, A4(x) -Cr=, d,,x-” as 
x - CO in S, and A,(X) is block diagonal in the same partition as A,, , i.e., 
A:‘(x) is a 3 by 3 matrix, A?(x) is a 4 by 4 matrix, and Ai2(x) = 0, A?(x) = 0. 
We can calculate the coefficients 4,, by use of Eqs. (7)-(13) in which we 
identify B(x) with A4(x), A(X) with A3(x), and P(x) with P3(x). From (7) we 
obtain that A,, = A,, , which means that A:: = A:: and 4g = ,45 . From 
(9), Aff = Ag . (Ai: is not needed in what follows.) By (10) and the fact that 
-4:: = 0, we obtain -Pi!fAi$, = -Aif , or P:z = Aif(,4f$-l. Substituting 
into (13), we get ai: = A$ + A$tA:f(Ag)-I. (4:; is not needed in what 
follows.) 
In order to simplify our notation let us put B4(x) = A:‘(x) and C,(X) = Ay(,v). 
Then, B4@) and C,(X) are holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 x [ < co, and B4(x) w 
XL=‘=, B4gcL as x + co in S and C,(x) NC,“=, C4x.x-L as x ---f 03 in S. By 
the preceding paragraph, B, = A:: = A$ = 0. Also, C,, = A!$ = Aa2 30 ) 
c 
41 
= ~22 = 4% 
41 1 sl, C,, = Ai: = Sii + A~~A~(A~~)-l. Using our charac- 
terizations of A,, , A,, , and A,, following Eq. (50), we can describe C,, , 
c*19 c42. c40 is a 4 by 4 matrix whose elements are all zero except for the 
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upper off diagonal, which consists of 1, 1, 1, and the last row, which consists 
of --ol,,, -a309 --c$o, -alo . C,, is a 4 by 4 matrix whose elements are all 
zero except for 7 = 6sr/01~~ in the upper left corner, and the last row, which 
consists of -eza1 , -05~ , -a.21 , -0111 - C,s is a 4 by 4 matrix whose first row 
consists of -p013~/ol,, , -PCQ~/Q, , -p~r,Ja~s , -p/aqo, where 
P = cflxk%O - %&arJ - 0%l/%>“~ (53) 
The second and third rows of C,, consist of zeros. The last row of C,, consists of 
-D142 - ~~3O/o14tJ, -052 - (3012&q", -dpz - o(Y&40, -01p2 - +,ij, where 
(T = -%2 + 0151~41~OL40 - (54) 
In calculating C,, we have used the fact that the elements of (&-l are all 
zero except the lower off diagona1, which consists of 1, 1, 1, and the first row, 
which consists of -01~~,/01;1~, -~sO/ol~O , -~r,/ol,, , -l/~ . Now let 
z, y4 = TV4 ’ [ I 
where Z, is a 3 by 1 matrix, and W4 is a 4 by 1 matrix. Then, (52) is equivalent 
to the two systems 
z: = B4W4, (55j 
lT4’ = C&) Iv* . (561 
Since B,, = 0 (see the preceding paragraph), we can apply Lemma 4 to 
system (55). Hence, (55) h as a fundamental matrix solution Z4(x) = L(X)+, 
where K is a 3 by 3 Jordan canonical matrix, L(X) is a 3 by 3 matrix which 
is holomorphic for .X E 8, xr < / x ) < CG, L(s) ~~~=OLP+ as x + co in S, 
and det L(X) = X-“[c + o(l)] as x + 03 in S, where p is a nonnegative integer 
and c f 0. (Here and in what follows the symbol x1 will always be used in the 
inequality x1 < 1 x / < co even though, for each application of the lemmas, 
“bl .&. may have to denote a different and larger number than it denoted previously.) 
Let us now seek to solve system (56). Recall that C,, , C,, , C,, are described 
in the paragraph preceding Eqs. (55), (56). The matrix C,, is of the type of 
Eq. (17) with -a4, -u3, --a, , ---a, replaced by --aas, --OLIN, -azo, -01~~. 
Following (18), we put 
k=O 
s=O,1,2,3,4. (57) 
Then, N,,(U) = LY,,~~” + 01r,,p3 + ~~~~~ + o[~,+  ~~~ , where 01~s = 1, since 
%(.z.) = I, by hypothesis. As remarked at the beginning of this proof, from 
(46) and (47) it follows that j3 is a triple root and y a root of N&) = 0. Hence, 
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Lemma 8 applies, provided that throughout we replace the symbol N,(p) 
by N,,(p). Let Q4a = [.~~&+r and Q,-,’ = [yjJT,12z1, where the numbers xjl: 
and yjk are defined as in Lemma 8. Then, by Lemma 8, Q&‘4,,Q4,, = J, 
where J is given in Lemma 8. Now let W4 = Q4sWs . Then, (56) becomes 
where C,(X) is holomorphic for IL” E S, x1 < 1 x ( < cc, C,(X) w CT=‘=, C&+ 
as x + co in S, 
In these equations J, Q,, , Qyi are given in Lemma 8, and C,, , C,, are described 
in the paragraph preceding Eqs. (55), (56). Let C,, = [Y~J;,~=~ and C,, = 
[s,&=r . We shall later use (60), (61) to calculate only those rjp and sjs which 
are actually needed. 
By (59) we see that Lemma 2 applies to Eq. (58). Thus, there exists a matrix 
function Q5(x) which is holomorphic for x E S, x1 < / x 1 < 03, Q&X) N 
C,“=,, Qskx-‘; as x ---f CD in S, Q,, = E’, such that if we put Ws = Qs(x)We , 
then (58) becomes 
W6’ = c,(x)Iv, ) (62) 
where C,(X) is block diagonal in the same partition as C,, = J, i.e., 
where C(X) is 3 by 3 and E(x) is 1 by 1. D(X) is holomorphic for x E S, X, ‘;: 
1 x j < co, D(x) -Jam=‘=, D,.x+ as x + co in S, 
&l = s31 + ~34~41@ - r>-l. (63) 
Here the rjk and sjR are the elements of C,, and C,, of Eqs. (60), (61). E(x) 
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is holomorphic for N E S, x1 < / x 1 < ~xi, E(x) -zz=‘=, E,x-” as x + ,x 
in S, E, = y. If we put 
where ZT is a 3 by 1 vector and V is 1 by 1, then (62) is equivalent to the two 
systems 
U’ = D(xjU, (64) 
I7 = E(x)K (65) 
By Lemma 7, (65) possesses a fundamental solution p(x) = M(x) XV’“, 
where .‘J is a constant, and M(x) is holomorphic for IL’ E S, x1 < i I 1 < coo, 
M(x) - zF=, M$+ as x + co in S, fiTa + 0. 
From the description of D(x) in the paragraph preceding Eq. (64), we see 
that xv-e can apply Lemma 6 to Eq. (64) provided we can show that ~‘ai = 
~~a + ral = tal + ~&-~ir + raa + 1) = 0. By (63) we see that we wish to 
show that 
r - Q, 31 - w3) 
rz2 f rzl = 0, (6’71 
S31 + r3g4@ - y)-1 + r&Q1 + 7-33 + 1) = 0. (68) 
In order to do this it will be necessary to calculate Y 11 9 TPl > F31 I r41 , I?32 11'33 9 
ra4, ssl in terms of the tijk from Eqs. (60), (61) and the descriptions of Q,, , Q,;t in 
Lemma 8 and the descriptions of C,, , C,, in the paragraph preceding Eqs. (55), 
(56). \Ve now proceed to do this. 
From (60), 
where Q;,’ = [Y&~~=~, .Qlo = [+l:.k=I, and the terms xjl: are given by 
(23)-(26) and the terms yik are given by (27)-(30). From (69) and the description 
of C’,n in the paragraph preceding Eqs. (55), (56) 
(70) 
Let us put 
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From (70) we hare that rll = 7xuyn - [xt,=, ~s--u,1x,Jy14 . But we can 
calculate yll from (27) and xl1 from (23). Hence, 
Tll = 91[~30@) Y14 + N&m 3’24 + UP) Ku) Y341 - it %-d-%1] 3’14. 
u=1 
By (7l), C”,=l w&3+1 = %(P>. Thus, 
P 11 = w3m - N3dm x11~14 + T%(P) xllyz4 -t- wm x11~34 . (72) 
In this same way we obtain 
r 21 = w3om - -%(8)1 2;113’24 + %0(P) SlY34 > (73) 
1’31 = k%(P) - N31@)1 XllY34 , (74) 
P 41 = W3dY) - &1@)1 x’llY44 3 (75) 
y32 = v-3”(P) - mkY %2Y34 - KXB) XllY34 > (76) 
P 33 = [TN3&3) - &I@)] x1034 - %I(~> %2~‘34 - tN&@) %1Y34 > (77) 
P 34 = b%o(8 - N31(Y)1 %43’34 . (78) 
Let us now calculate s31 . By (61), 
s31 = [Y3l 7 Y32 > Y33 f Y34l C4&11 I 321 f x31 7 %llT* (79) 
From (79) and the description of C42 in the paragraph preceding Eqs. (55), (56), 
- [il %u.l+ul] Y34 - (d~4lJ) p1 ~4-..cl%] Yae - 
From (23) and (29), 
S 31 = 
- [il %uPl] %1?‘34 - (+4o> i 
[ 
b&P1 1 %lY34 - ll=l 
Let us put 
Sfl 
Iv,,(p) = c %+2--.u,BcL’d-1, s = 0, l,.‘., 5. (80) 
u=l 
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Then, from (57) and (SO), 
In order to prove Eqs. (66)-(68) we now wish to study the polynomials 
Na&).), IV&), and N&L) appearing in (72)-(78), (81). Firstly, we observe 
that from (46) it follows that 
IO(P) = P3N40(P)- (82) 
By (47) and (82), ,$ is a triple root and y a root of N.&L) = 0, i.e., 
N&3) = N;,(p) = N&&3) = ivdo(y) = 0. 
As we saw after (57), N4,(p) is a fourth degree polynomial with I as the coef- 
ficient of $. It follows that iV4&) = (p - /3)“(~ - y) and that the coefficients 
of N,&) are all determined as functions of 13, y. In particular, 
cd 40 = B"Y* (84) 
From .N4o(~) = (p - /3)“(,u - r) we also see that 
K’XPs> = W - ~1, (85) 
%0(Y) = (Y -- PI”* W! 
From (57) we see that N4,&) = aa0 + a30p + a20~2 + alop + p4, and N30(4 = 
a3o + +o~ + alop + p3. Hence, 
JJ4obFL) = PN3oW + a40. (87) 
From (83) and (87), 
N3o(P) = -a4o/P, N3oW = -%0/Y- 
Also from (87), N;,(p) = N30(p) + $Vio(p). Hence, from (83) and (88), 
iv;,(p) = a&o/p”. (89) 
Carrying out one more differentiation, we obtain N&L.) = 21V~o(~) + $V~o(~). 
Whence, from (83) and (89), 
N;o(p) = -2a,,/p3. 
Now, from (46) we see that 
(90) 
4(d = P2Jv,11(P)- (91) 
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BY (47) and (91), P is at least a double root of iVal(p), i.e., 
4!41(P) = Kl(P> = 0. 
Further, from (71) we see that 
(92) 
N41(P) = IuN31&4 + %I * (93) 
From (92) and (93), 
N31(P) = -%1/P (94) 
Also from (93), i!&(p) = Nar(p) + pA&(p). Hence, from (92) and (94), 
%(Pl = %1/P2* (95) 
Since by (71) N4r(p) = o/s1 + CY~+L + asIp2 + +rp3 + ~+p*, we see from the 
equation N;,(p) = 0 in (92) that 
a 41 = -201,p - 3&&P - 4&33. (96) 
Then from (96) and the equation N&3) = 0 in (92) we see that 
0151 = %lP + 2%,/33 + 3%P. (97) 
Since by (71) %h4 = a41 + 05s + azIp + m11p3, 
KXPJ = 2~ + 6~u.P. (98) 
BY (46) and (80), 12(d = Pact. H ence, by (47), Nsa(fl) = 0. From (SO) 
we can see that N&J) = asa + 01ssp + ,uaAr3s(p). IVhence, 
%32 + 015eP + p2&&q = 0. (99) 
Now from (51), (88), (94) it follows that 
From (51), (8% (95), 
From (100) 
TN30(8) - N31(Y) = N31(/3) - N3dY) (103) 
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From (51), (go), (98), d&(/3) f LV&(P) = (-2ms, $ h&3 + 6N&“)/~“. Using 
(97), we deduce, then, that 
?%l(P) + G(P) = --2(%, f %lP),'P. 
Let us next observe that from (19) and (85) 
(104) 
“llY34 = w - Y)* 
By (20), (SS), and (105) we then see that 
(105) 
"llye4 + l”lrJ’34 = -l/(P - y>'. UW 
By (22) and (86), 
x1*y4* = (y - p)-3. (107) 
Recall now that our aim is to verify Eqs. (66)-(68). From (74) and (100) 
we see that (66) is true. From (73), (76) we obtain that ya8 + ral = [TN~,,(@ - 
~&I~Y~~ + wd + W&(P) - %(P>l3w34 . BY WW and W?, it 
foIIows that (67) is true. It remains to prove (68). We shall try to express each 
term on the left side of (68) in terms aa1 ,01~r , an , because by (96), (97) these 
terms are arbitrary. Then if (68) is to be true, it should follow that the coefficients 
of a31 > %l 7 ml1 , are all zero. We shall see that this is indeed the case. By (81), 
(8% s31 = -~(Po140)/P2 + %2(P) - 43 511Y34 . usi% (53h (54h "31 = 
-&%2 + %2P + P&(Pll/P - %1/P - 41/@%00) - &551%1)/@~40H %Y34. 
BY (99), 
s 31 = ha‘%1 - (@3x + %lP + ~llP2hFYl %Y34 - V-W 
BY (75)x (7% 
1.34r4dB - r>-’ = FuPj - Wr>lW3o(r) - wi41‘%4Y44+4’34@ - ‘y)-l- 
By (103), (101) (107), 
~~~(13 - ~1-1 = d~v3hd - ~31(BIi(m~(Y - 8-3 xlIyx . 
Since by (71) N31(p) = olpl + aa+ + ol,$ + c+rp3, we see that 
WY) - %lW = %l(Y - !9 + 4Yf - P2> + %l(P - 8”) 
= [%I + ol,,(Y + P> + %lV -I- PY + Pm - PI 
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Hence, 
w41(P - r>-” = %1[0131 + @2lb + P> 
+ %l(Y” + PY + Pwwl(Y - P)-” XllY34. (10% 
By (76) and (loo), (72) and (loo), (77) and (loo), 
r32(-1.11 + r33 + l> = - N3;(P) xllY34[-TN&(~) %Y24 - (1/2) TN&@) ‘11 Y34 
- %1(P) %zY34 - mm XllY34 + 11. 
Substituting for N&(p), 7 and N&,(/3) f ram (9% (511, (8% Q-Q~ + r33 + 1) = 
%1P-2”11Y34 {%1P”(%Ya4 + “InY34) + 9Wz3(P) + ~XB)l %lY34 - 11. Now 
by (106), (104), (10% r3”,(-pll + T33 + 1) = ~518-“~llY34{-~518-“(B - Y)k2 -- 
(a31 + %,P) B-‘(8 - Y)” - 11. If we now use (97) and collect terms in 01~~) 
ael , OJ,~ , we obtain 
?‘32(--yll + r33 + 1) = &-2”~~Y34[-a3~(2p - Y> is-l@ - Y>-” 
- a21(3P - y)(P - y)-8 - cql3p”(P - y)-” - 11. (110) 
Let us put r = s31 + rMr,,(/3 - y)-l + r&--r-,, -k raa + 1). From (108), 
(109) (110) we obtain 
7-r = 015J+2xllY34{-(@3~ + a21B + dy B-F 
+ [%l + anl(Y + P> + %l(Y2 + BY + B”)l Pr-‘(r - PI-” 
- 01~~(28 - y) p-‘(fi - y)-” - “n(3p - Y)(fi - Y>-” - %13/32(~ - Y>-‘1. 
If we now collect terms in 01~~ , o12r , tin , we see that 
n- = 0151B-2xIIy34([-~-1Y-1 + Pr-‘(Y - P)-” - (V - Y) P-V - r)-“I% 
+ L-y-’ + (Y + P) &YY - PI-” - (3/3 - Y)@ - VI% 
+ [-&-’ + (Y” + PY + P”) Pr-‘(Y - m - 3kw3 - Y)-2101111~ 
It is now simple algebra to verify that 05~ , %i ,tiu each have coefficient zero. 
Thus, 7r = 0, and we have verified Eq. (68). 
We have now verified that Eqs. (66)-(68) are true. Hence, as we pointed 
out prior to Eqs. (66)-(68), this means that we can apply Lemma 6 to the 
system (64). This means that the system (64) has a fundamental matrix solution 
O(x) = esW(x)x~, where G is a 3 by 3 Jordan canonical matrix, N(x) is 
holomorphic for r E S, x1 < j x j < 00, ‘and N(x) - cf,, N,x+ as x -+ co 
in S. Further, det N(x) = X-D[c + o(l)] as x + 00 in S, where p is a non- 
negative integer and c # 0. 
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Let us now put together the transformations which led from system (6) 
through systems (49), (50), (52), (55) (56), (58), (62) (64), (65), and let us 
also use the fundamental matrix solutions we have obtained for (55), (64) (65). 
In this way we see that a matris solution for (6) is given by 
I’;(x) = S(x)L,(x){$(x) @ (L&)( O(x) @ P(x))],, (1111 
where L,(x) = Z’,$a(x) and L,(x) = &,Q5(x). If A and B are square matrices, 
A @B stands for the square matrix having A in the upper left corner, B in 
the lower right corner, and zeros elsewhere. We note that the matrices involved 
on the right side of (111) have the following properties (which follow from 
the descriptions of the various matrices as they were introduced): 
(A) S(x) is a 7 by 7 diagonal matrix whose elements are all zero except 
for the diagonal which consists of x3, x2, x, 1, 1, 1, 1. 
W L,(x) = pmf’3( > . x 1s a 7 by 7 matrix which is holomorphic for x G S, 
x1 < / x 1 < 02, L,(x) - PPO + ~&Lrxx-~~ as x - CC in S. The elements of 
P,, are all zero except for the diagonal which consists entirely of l’s, and the 
fourth row, which consists of -c+~/cQ , -Q,/‘cQ, , -a5Lj~q0 , 1, 0, 0,O. If we 
partition L,(x) into four blocks with L?(x) a 3 by 3 matrix in the upper left 
corner and L?(x) a 4 by 4 matrix in the lower right corner, then 
Lil(x) = E + o(l), Ly+) = E + o(1) (112) 
as x + 00 in S, where E can be the 3 by 3 identity matrix or the 4 by 4 identity 
matrix. This partitioning of Lr(x) is necessary in order to calculate pi(x) from 
the right side of (111). 
(C) 2&) = L(X)XK, where K is a 3 by 3 Jordan canonical matrix, L(w) 
is a 3 by 3 matrix which is holomorphic for x E S, xr < 1 x [ < CD, L(X) - 
xr=‘=, L,s+ as x - w in S, and 
det L(x) = x-“[c + o( 1)] as x+ 00 in S, (113) 
where p is a nonnegative integer and c f 0. 
(D) L,(x) = Q&&(x) is a 4 by 4 matrix which is holomorphic for x E S, 
xi < 1 x j < 03, L,(x) - &, + C~elL,p-k as x - co in S, and 
detL,(x)=det&,+o(I) as x--tc~inS, (114) 
where det QdO f 0. In order to be able to calculate pr(x) from the right side of 
(111) we partition L*(x) into four blocks with Lii(x) a 3 by 3 matrix in the 
upper left corner and L?(x) a I by 1 matrix in the lower right corner. 
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(E) 7@) = &N(x)xC, where G is a 3 by 3 Jordan canonical matrix, 
N(x) is a 3 by 3 matrix which is holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 x / < co, and 
N(x) -Cr?,, N,x-‘~ as x -+ co in S. Further, 
det N(X) = X-“[c + o(l)] as x + a in S, (115) 
where p is a nonnegative integer and c # 0. 
(F) I@ = M(X) XY~ is a scalar function, p is a constant, M(X) is 
holomorphic for x: E S, x1 < 1 x 1 < ‘x), M(x) -Cz=‘=, ME+ as x + 00 in S, 
AC& f 0. 
As we see from properties (A)-(F), each of the matrices in (111) has a nonzero 
determinant for all x sufficiently large. It follows that (111) gives not only 
a matrix solution for (6) but a fundamental matrix solution. From the way 
in which system (6) was derived from the equation Ly = 0 it follows that the 
elements of the top row of Pi p rovide a basis for the solutions of Ly = 0, 
and the columns of ?r(~) p rovide the successive derivatives of the elements 
in the top row. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, therefore, it 
remains to show that the elements yrj in the top row of PI(x) are of the form 
given in Eq. (48). 
From (111) and (A)-(C) b a ove we see that the first three rows of the first 
three columns of pr(~) are given by [diag(x”, x’?, x)] Q(x)x~, where diag(x3, xs, x) 
denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are x3, 9, X, and Q(X) = 
k&)1;,,=, = -GIWW. BY 03 and (C), Q(X) is holomorphic for x E S, 
xi < 1 N / < 00, Q(r) -Cz=‘=, QkxeP as x -+ co in S, and by (112) and (113), 
det Q(X) = x-n[c + o(l)] as x --f cc in 5, (116) 
where p is a nonnegative integer and c # 0. As we see from Wasow [S, 
‘Eqs. (16.10)], the first column of Q(x)x” has elements prr(x)x$ qar(~)&, q3r(%)a+, 
where X, is an eigenvalue of K. Hence, the first three elements of the first 
column of PI(X) are y,,(x) = qr1(X)XAlt3, yar(X) = qnl(x)xAlf’, y31(x) = ~a1(X)91f1. 
Suppose qir(‘1c) - 0 + 0 . x-l + 0 . x-a + ... as x ---t cc) in S. Since ysr(x) = 
y;r(x) and y3r(x”) = Y&(X), it follows that for j = 1, 2, 3, qil(x) N 0 + 0 . x-l + 
0 . x-2 + ... as x - co in S. Hence, for every integerp 3 0, det Q(X) = x-“o(l) 
as .X -P co in S. This contradicts (116). Therefore, err N Cf,, qkx+ as 
x -+ co in S, where qk # 0 for some k. Thus, we can say thatyr,(x) = q11(x)&f3 
is of form (48) with 6, = 0 and at least one of a,, , b,, , cr,, not zero. 
From the form of Q(w)x” given in Wasow [5, Eqs. (16.10)], either y&) = 
[q&) log x + q12(x)]xx1+3 or yra(x) = q12(x)xhaf3, where X, is also an eigenvalue 
of K. In the former case, yr&) is of form (48) with 6, = 0 with at least one of 
a,, , b,, , cas not zero, because of the nature of the asymptotic expansion of 
qll(x) shown above. In the latter case, we apply the same argument we used 
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for yrr(x) to show that yra(x) is of the form (48) with 6, = 0 and with at least 
one of a8,, , b,, , czo not zero. 
In the same way, using the various possible forms for yr:,,(x) from Wasow 
[5, Eqs. (16.1611, we see that y&x) is also of form (48) with S, = 0 and with 
at least one of %0, b,, , czo not zero. 
Now let us look at columns 4, 5, 6 of PI(x). From (111) and (-A,), (B), (D), (E) 
above we see that columns 4, 5, 6 of I’,(x) are given by S(x) Q(xj xGeBz, where 
p( > 
1 x 
GA4 [ 1 N(x) (264 = g(x) (117) 
Let the elements of Q(x) be qik(x), j = l,..., 7, K = 4, 5, 6. The q&x) are 
holomorphic for x E S, x1 < 1 x / < 03, and each qjlj(x) has an asymptotic 
expansion qjk(x) -Cr=,, &.x-~ as x -+ co in S. From the form of Q(x)x” 
given by Wasow [5, Eqs. (16.10)], we see that the fourth column of PI(x) 
is given by y,,(x) = qr4(x) xA1+seBz, y&x) = q&x) xhli-zeaz, y3*(x) = q3J’x) xhlfreB$, 
Yj4(X) = e*(x) Xh@, j = 4, 5, 6, 7, where A, is an eigenvalue of 6. Suppose 
C&X) - 0 + 0 . x-r + ... as x -+ co in S. Then, since each element of the 
fourth column of PI(x) is the derivative of the preceding element, it follows 
that for j = 1, 2 ,..., 7, &x) N 0 + 0 . x-l + ... as x ---f co in S. But by 
(117) and (112) 
where the nirt(x) are the elements of N(x). By (114) there is at least one 3 by 3 
submatrix R(x) of the first matrix on the right of (118) for which det R(x) = 
c -f o(1) as 32 ---f co in S, where c # 0. (If det R(x) = a(1) for each such sub- 
matrix, then by expansion of L2(x) by the last column? we would get det L,(x) = 
o(l), which would contradict (114)) By using the equations in (118) involving 
R(x) and by taking [R(x)]-1 it follows from (118) that for j = 1, 2, 3, njr(s) N 
0 + 0 . x-l + . . . as x -+ co in S. But this contradicts (115). Hence, qr4(x) ,=- 
zrzLo qG@ as x + MJ in S, where qAz f 0 for some k. Therefore, yrd(x) - 
Q,~(x) xAlf3eBa is of form (48) with 6, = p and at least one of a,, , baa, c,, not 
zero. Now continuing as we did for y,,(x), y,,(x), yr3(x) by using the form 
of Q(x)xo from Wasow [5, Eqs. (16.10)], we see that each of yr4(x), y15(x), y&x) 
is of form (48) with S, = 6, = 6, = p and with at least one of ai, ) bj, , cjo 
not zero for each j = 4, 5,6. 
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Let us now look at column 7 of pi(x). If we use (111) and (A), (B), (D), 
and (F) above we see that column 7 of pl(x) is of the form S(x) Q(X) XV~, 
where L;2(x) -e X) &qx) Q(x) = [ 1 L?(x) i 1 - 1 I (11% L22( ) G2(4 1 “X M(x) L%4 
Let the elements of Q(x) be eT(x), j = l,..., 7. The &x) are holomorphic 
for x E S, x1 < 1 x 1 < KJ, and C&X) - xF%, dikx-& as x + co in S. It is true 
that yr,(x) = q&x) xp+s~, y?,(x) = &x) x~fSev2, y&x) = q3,(x) xP+leyg, 
Yj7(x) = @7(X) xpeyx, j = 4, 5,6,7. Suppose qr,(x) -0 + 0 . x-l + .... Then, 
since each element of the seventh column of pi(x) is the derivative of the 
preceding element, it follows that for j = l,..., 7, qjV(x) -0 + 0 . x-l + ... 
as x - co in S. But by (119), 
!I&) 
[q(x)]-1 ;;;;; pjyx)]-l = L3x) . 
i I L 1 Q??(X) L2,2(x) w9 
Note that by (112) and (F) above, [L:‘(x)]-l and [M(x)]-l exist for x sufficiently 
large. Hence for each element tjk(X) of the matrix on the right side of (120) 
it is true that tjk(x) N 0 + 0 . x-1 + ... as x + co in S. But this contradicts 
(114), because expansion by the least column of L2(x) would give det Lz(x) = o(l) 
as x + 03 in S. Thus, q&x) -xr=‘=, d,,x-” as x + 00 in S, where dlk f 0 
for some K. It follows that yi,(x) = ql,(x) xo+3evz is of form (48) with 6, = y 
and at least one of a,, , b,, , c,,, not zero. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
By substituting a solution of the form (48) into the equation Ly = 0, we 
can determine that the zj must satisfy a certain characteristic equation. In the 
following theorem we show that if this characteristic equation has certain 
properties, then we can specify more precisely the form of the solutions yj(x) 
in (48). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Define the 
polynomial J(p, z) by 
J(P, z) = 13(P) + &yP)Z + &q(P) .z(z - 1) + QGYP) .$z - 1)(x - 21, (121) 
zuhere I&) = xF=, OI,-~,$~, and I,(p), I&), I&) are dejined in Theorem 1. 
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Suppose that JO, Z) = 0 has three distinct roots x1 , z, , x3 which do not d@eer 
by integers and that j(j?, ,z) = 0 1 zas three distinct solutions x4 , z, , z, which 
do not dz$% by integers. Let 
x7 = -4Wo’W (122) 
Then, Lv = 0 has a fundamental set of the form 
yj = h(x) .yzjesjs, j = 1, 2 )..., 7, (123) 
where 8, = 6, = 6, = 0, 6, = 6, = 6, = ,$ 6, = y, the fj(X) are h~l~m~qdk 
.fof XES, 0 <xl < jxj < co, and 
fj(x) - 1 + f ajx.r6 
7c=l 
as x + 03 in S. (124) 
Proof. Suppose that we have a solution Y(X) of Ly = 0 of the form 
J = 2 f a$)? + 2(log X) f b~~)x-” + (log x)” f ~ip)C~~] s’e”“. (125) 
k=O I;=0 k=O 
Here CT+, a, (‘)x-ii stands for a function which is holomorphic in S for N E S, 
x1 < 1 x j < CC), and which has ~~=‘=, aLr’)+ as its asymptotic expansion. 
The other series in (125) are to be interpreted similarly. We assume that at 
least one of ahoi, b:“, ch”) . 1s not zero. Equation (125) can be written (by absorption 
of constants into the coefficients a;‘), bj?, cp), 
-’ + 2(log CC) f bj%-” + (log x)” f $!v-“/ 
k=O I<=0 
(126) 
where do = 6, dl = d,; z, = 0 for k > 2. Then, for 1’ = 1, 2 ,..., 7, 
z m 
x exp 
0 
d,tp’; dt, (127) 
% k=O 
where for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
(‘) = (-k + 1) at:” + b&l’ + 5 a&?d, , ak 
S=O 
(128) 
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&; = 69; = ~9; = 0 p = 0, l)...) 6. (131) 
By substitution of (126) and (127) into Ly and by use of (128)-(131), we obtain 
Ly = 2 f ,4,&z + 2(log x) i 3,x-” + (log x)’ 2 
! 
c,x-k 
k=O k=O k=O I 
.3C m 
X exp J c dkt-k dt, % k=O (132) 
where for k = 0, l,..., 
B, = 5 ; a,--r,P--sb;), 
r=o s=o 
(134) 
c, = i 5 a7-r,k-sc$). (135) 
r=o SC0 
Using (135), (130), (131), and recalling that do = 6, dl = x, dk = 0 for k 3 2, 
we can show that 
and for k >, 1, 
co = I,(S) cp, (136) 
k-1 
c, = I,(S) cp + 1 JkP(S, z) cy, 
q=o 
(137) 
where 
jkq(& z, = 1k--q(8) + ; 1i%:)(6) Fsa(Z)r (138) 
%=4+1 
F,,(z) = (x - 4)[2 - (cl + l)] **a [z - (s - l)l/(s - 4)!- (139) 
Here, I,(p) = z:‘,=, CY,-~,~@, 12 = 0, 1,2 ,... . Note that Jzo(S, z) = J(S, x), 
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where J(S, z) is defined by (121). Also, using (134) and (129)-(131), 
B” = I”(S) b?‘, (14Oj 
and for k ,> 1, 
where 
Finally, using (133) and (12X)-(131), 
Since by assumption y(x) is a solution of L;v = 0, we see from (132) that we 
must have 
Ck = B, = A,; = 0, k = 0, 1, 2,... I (145) 
Suppose now that 6 = 0. By (469, IO(O) = J”‘(O) = J,“(O) = I,(O) = 1i’(Q) = 
It(O) = 0. Hence, by (136)-(144), (145) . IS valid for k = 0, 1, 2. Since at least 
one of n Aor, b&“, c;‘r’ is not zero, k = 3 in (145) and use of (136)-(144) shows 
that x is a solution of J(0, z) G Jao(O, 2) = 0. Then using our assumption 
that J(0, .~j = 0 has distinct roots which do not differ bp integers, Eqs. (136)- 
(144) and Eqs. (145) for k = 3,4, 5 ,... imply that cj:’ = bib!’ = 0, k = 0, i, 2 ,..., 
and that the CZ~?’ are determined for k > I as soon as Q;“’ and z have been 
selected, and, in fact, &!’ = fir,(z) aha’, k = 0, l,..., where OF’ is arbitrarv 
and k;,(z) is determined by x. It now follows that Ly = 0 has three linearly 
independent solutions of form (123) with 6, = 6, = 6, = 0 as stated in 
Theorem 2. The remaining solutions given in Theorem 2 are obtained similarly 
by taking S = 13 and S = y in (125). In the case 6 = ‘y, Eqs. (145) are valid 
for k = 0 because by hypothesis (477, I,(y) = 0. From (145j with k = 1 
and the fact that at least one of aA”, blp’, ci*’ is not zero, it foIlow that 
.jio(y, ,z> = 0, i.e., that (122) is valid. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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4. A SEVENTH ORDER FORMALLY SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL OPERXTOR 
WITH DEFICIENCY INDEX (3, 5) 
We consider now a particular operator @ of form (1) with ?z = 7. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose 0 -c r2 < pl , rl f 2r, . Szlppose P&X) = x3; PI(x) = 
x3[-37, - 7J; P&x) = x3[(31,” + 3r,r,) + 27x-q; P3(x) = ~~[-(7~~ + 3r127,) - 
18(37, + 7,)r2]; P4(x) = .x~[Y~~Y~ + 12(3rr2 + 37,7,)~-~]; P&) = za[-6(r13 + 
~Y~;“Y,)x-~]; PG(x) = ,*.[33r137,]; P,(x) = 0. Then, /JI has dejiciency index (3, 5). 
Proof. We check that the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied 
for Ly = A-“[L” - AJ], where h is a complex number. Using Eqs. (l)-(3) 
to calculate the functions 01,~.,.(x) and putting ,L3 = -irr, y = -i72, we obtain 
that 
Lx&) = 1, (146) 
CL&) = -(3/I + y) + (21/2)x-i, (147) 
@g(X) = 3P(P + y) - 9(3P + y)x--l, (148) 
a3(x) = -/3’(/3 + 3y) + (45/2) P(/J + y)& - (105/2).z-“, (149) 
cx4(x) = ,Q”y - 6p’(p + 3y)x-1 + 30(3p + y)r3, uw 
(Y&T) = (9/2) p3y+ - (105/2) /3(/S + y).1cr3, (151) 
LX&) = 6p”(/!3 + 3y)~-~, (152) 
C&Y) = [-(3/2) /3”y - ~A]x-~. (153) 
From (147)-( 153) we see that (46) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. We calculate that 
Lh4 = P7 - (3P + YW + 3tW3 + YV - P”(P + 3y)# + P3YF3, (154 
U-4 = (21/‘W - 9(38 + Y)$ + (45/2) PM + y)v4 
- w(p + 3~1~3 + (9/2)83yPa, (155) 
12(p) = 0, (156) 
13(k4 = (-w2)~4 + 30(38 + Y)P~ - (10512) p(p + y)p2 
+ WV3 + 3~1~ - 1(W) p”y + 4. (157) 
From these expressions we see that Eqs. (47) are satisfied. 
We now wish to check that JO, z) = 0 and J(j?, 2) = 0 each have three 
distinct roots which do not differ bJ7 integers. If 6 = 0 or /3, from (121) and 
(154)-( 157) we see that J(S, 2) = 0 is equivalent to 
2 + Ax2 + 23,~ + C - DiA = 0, (158) 
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where ‘9, B, C, D are constants for fixed 6. If S = /3, 
D = 6/@‘(/?) = l/t.&, - I’,). (i59). 
If 3 = 0, 
D = 6/@‘(O) == l/~r%~ . (160) 
Thus, D > 0 in both cases. Let wr , ws , ws be the cube roots of i; in particular, 
let LUG = 2-l(31j2 + i), 0, =I 2-1(-3112 + i), ~a == --i. Let X = peie, p > 0. 
Let W-’ = eiej3uj , j = 1,2, 3. Let us select ti in either of the follow&g two 3 
ways : 
(a) 0 < 6 < rr and 6’ so close to 0 that 
Re wj’ + Re w,,.‘, Im wjl f Im We’, j z k; 
Re wj’/Re wk’ f [(TV - ~JY#/~ for j, k = I, 2, 3; 
Re wr’ > 0, Re w,’ < 0, Re ws’ > 0. 
(161) 
(162) 
(163) 
(Equation (162) is possible because of the assumption that or # 2r, .) 
(b) -z < 0 < 0 and 0 so close to 0 that (161) and (162) are true, and 
Re or’ > 0, Re ~a’ < 0, Re ws’ < 0. (164) 
Let x = (Dp@)‘l”v. Then, (158) is equivalent to 
u3 + F(p)v2 + G(p)v + H(p) - i =: 0, 
where F(p) = A(Dpeie)-1/3, G(p) = B(Dpeie)-2i3, N(p) = C(Dp@-1. One now 
sees as in Bellman [l, Chap. 1, Sect. 141 that for p sufficiently large, (165) 
has three distinct solutions et,(p), k = I, 2, 3, where Q(P) = wk + o(1) as 
p + co. Thus, (158) h as f or p sufficiently large, three distinct solutions .+(p). 
k = 1,2, 3, where 
XJLP) =I W1'3[wli' + o(l)] as p-fax wf3 
From (166) and (159)-(164) we see the following. 
(A) There is a complex number ,I, Im X > 0, such that 
(i) J(0, z) = 0 has three distinct solutions a1 , z, , za for which 
Re,zj + Rez,, Imz? i Imz,, j # k, (167) 
Re zl > 0, Rex,<-+, Rexs>O; uw 
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(ii) J(p, x) = 0 has three distinct solutions X, , x5, x, for which (167) 
is valid, and 
Re x, > 0, Rez, < -a, Re ,z6 > 0, (169) 
Re zj f Re zJC for j= 1,2,3; k =4,5,6. (170) 
(B) There is a complex number h, Im h < 0, such that: 
is aalld (:nd/‘O, z) = 0 has three distinct solutions z1 , z2 , %a for which (167) 
T . , 
Re x1 > 0, Rex, < -$, Rena < -$; (171) 
(ii) J(p, x) = 0 h as t h ree distinct solutions x4, as, z, for which (167) 
and (170) are valid, and 
Re zq > 0, Rex, < -$, Rez, < -i. (172) 
We have thus checked that all the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 are valid 
for Ly = i+[/y - hy], if h is chosen as in (A), (B) above. It follows from 
Theorem 2 that Ly = 0, i.e., L” = hy, has seven linearly independent solutions 
of form (123) with zr ,..., .as given as in (A), (B) above. By (122) and the fact 
that y = -ir, , we see that 
x7=-#. (173) 
From (168), (169), (171), (172), (173), and (123) it follows that for Im h > 0, 
Yl>Y3r3’4~Y6~w%~ co), while ya , ys , y7 ED[x~ , 03); for Im h < 0, yr , y* $ 
Jwl , cc), while y2 , ys , y5 , y6 , y, E L2[x, , a). Thus, we have shown that the 
deficiency index of ty is (3, 5), provided we can show that for Im h > 0, no 
nontrivial linear combination of y1 , y3, yd , y6 is in L2[xl , co), and for 
Im X < 0, no nontrivial linear combination of yr , y4 is in Ls[~t , cc). But since 
XRe ~1, @e ~3, $e a, x Rezg are of different orders of growth when Im h > 0 by 
(167) and (170), it follows that if cry1 + csya + cay4 + csys EL*[x., , a), then 
Cl = c, = cq = cg = 0. Similarly, for Im X < 0, if cry1 + c4ya E L'-[x, , co), 
cr = c, = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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